[Management coronary syndrome in the acute phase].
The clinical benefit of the combination of aspirin plus clopidogrel over aspirin alone to prevent recurrent events after acute coronary syndrome is obviously a key step of the past few years in the management of coronary artery disease. The extended benefit of this combination among patients undergoing stent implantation is another key message for clinician. The consistent benefit of the dual oral antiplatelet therapy in all clinical trials is reassuring for clinicians. However, all well designed clinical trials generate new hypothesis and unsolved clinical issues. The loading dose of clopidogrel and whether we should monitor the biological response to clopidogrel in order to improve its clinical benefit are the next clinical challenges for clinicians dealing with acute coronary syndromes. Providing adequate answers to these relevant clinical issues should improve the clinical benefit of clopidogrel. All these important points are discussed in the following manuscript.